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Available lengths in cm: long available only in INOX color

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 160

DUPLEX, DUPLEX BLACK

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel - 
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120,130, 
 140,150, 160 cm

  Drains 130, 140, 150 and 160 cm long available 
 only in INOX color

Warranty:  10 years  
Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel
Option to buy another panel from the series:  

 Duplex, Decor, G-Drain (białe/czarne szkło)
Versions:   DUPLEX STANDARD, DUPLEX NEXT,  

 DUPLEX BLACK NEXT
Siphon:   Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  

 and a dirt trapi
Minimum installation depth:   52 mm
Capacity:  Version Standard 49l/min., NEXT 55L/min.

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat,  
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

The double-sided linear drain DUPLEX is designed for installation 
with ceramic tiles or marble. It fits perfectly with a floor in a shower, 
creating a harmonious whole. By turning the panel 180 degrees, 
a decorative surface with a structure of brushed stainless steel 
is obtained. Thanks to this function, you can quickly and easily 
change the appearance of the shower enclosure.

DUPLEX
DOUBLE-SIDED LINEAR DRAINS

• Plain decorative panel
• Brushed stainless steel INOX

• For pasting a tile

The linear drain is an improved version of our most popular 
linear drain of monolithic, steel construction. 

While maintaining a low installation height (only 52 mm), the 
steel chamber was enlarged, which allowed for the installation 
of a wider siphon. Thanks to this solution, the drainage 
capacity has been increased to 55l / min. 

At the same time, the drain is equipped with a basket-type 
settling tank. This means you have to clean it less often.  
Type design drains are available in the following versions: 
DUPLEX NEXT, G-DRAIN NEXT, DECOR NEXT.

The DUPLEX NEXT BLACK drain is a drain that combines all 
the advantages of the DUPLEX NEXT drain with the currently 
desired color of timeless, stylish black. The drain goes particularly 
well with the fashionable gray tiles and the raw concrete structure. 
It is an element that fits even the most sophisticated arrangement 
concepts - enhancing the modern, industrial character of the 
interior. The drain panel can be filled with tiles and by turning it 
over to the other side - smooth black - you can quickly and easily 
change the appearance of a shower cubicle. 

DUPLEX BLACK
DOUBLE-SIDED LINEAR DRAINS

• Plain decorative panel

• For pasting a tile

• The Possibility to turn the grate filled with tiles on smooth 
black /brushed steel INOX decorative panel it avoids the 
removal of the drain during the shift tiles in the bathroom.

• The monolithic body made of the highest quality 
stainless steel, the lack of plastic connections and 
moving parts guarantees permanent tightness. 

• The low installation height (only 52mm) means that there 
are almost no restrictions in the installation of the drain 
due to the thickness of the ceiling.

• The drain is equipped with an easily accessible, 
removable siphon and an additional dirt trap. 

• The possibility of inverting the grate filled with tiles like 
brushed INOX steel allows you to avoid disassembling 
the drain when changing tiles in the bathroom.

• The drain is equipped with an easily accessible dirt trap.

 STANDARD  

15 cm12 cm

More capacious and deeper settler Standard settler

Siphon with higher capacitySiphon with standard capacity



360 DRAIN SIDE-DRAIN

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel - 
 Stainless steel AISI 304 

 Available sizes:  50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel
  Option to buy another panel from the series:  

 Duplex, Decor, G-Drain (białe/czarne szkło)

Siphon:   Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:   57 mm

Capacity:  49 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, hook for 
removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

360 DRAIN
DRAINS WITH ROTARY SIPHON 

Available lengths in cm:

50 60 70 80 90 100

The 360 DRAIN linear drain by BALNEO with a rotating 
siphon allows you to position the drain pipe in any direction. This 
solution greatly facilitates assembly and connection to the sewage 
system. 
The drain has an innovative ABS plastic siphon equipped with a ring 
that prevents the recession of unpleasant odours from the sewage 
system.

Thanks to it, the 360 DRAIN combines the advantages of a 
wet and dry drain. With normal use of the shower enclosure, the 
increased water level in the siphon is a sufficient safety filter. When 
the drain is dry, protection is provided by a self-lowering ring.

The 360 DRAIN linear drain is sold complete with a double-
sided panel (the possibility of gluing tiles or brushed INOX 
steel), however, you can change the decor of your bathroom 
at any time by replacing the decorative panel with another.  
The drain is compatible with all BALNEO panels of the type: 
DUPLEX, DECOR, G-DRAIN.

The SIDE-Drain linear drain facilitates installation in situations 
where the connection of a classic linear drain is difficult due 
to the collision of many installations. This is due to the unusual 
arrangement of the siphon not in the centre/central, but on the 
side, and its 360 degree mobility. 
The SIDE-Drain linear drain is sold complete with a double-
sided panel (the possibility of gluing tiles or brushed INOX 
steel), however, you can change the decor of your bathroom 
at any time by replacing the decorative panel with another. The 
drain is compatible with all BALNEO panels of the type: 
DUPLEX, DECOR, G-DRAIN.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  body made of the highest quality stainless steel - 
 Stainless steel AISI 304 

Available sizes:  50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 120 cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel

Option to buy another panel from the series: 
 Duplex, Decor, G-Drain  
 (white / black glass)

Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:  85 mm

Capacity:  49 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, hook for 
removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

SIDE-DRAIN
DRAINS WITH A SIDE SIPHON

• The possibility of turning the grate filled with tiles to the smooth 
gold side allows you to avoid disassembling the drain when 
changing tiles in the bathroom.

• The outflow is equipped with an easily accessible dirt trap.

Available lengths in cm:

50 60 70 80 90 100 120120



G-DRAIN DECOR

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel - 
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80, 90, 100 cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Panel:  Glass Milky or Double Dark
  Option to buy another panel from the series: 

 Duplex, Decor

Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:  52 mm

Capacity:  55 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, hook for 
removing the panel, 40/50 reduction

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80 90 100
G-DRAIN
DRAINS WITH TEMPERED GLASS PANELS

G-DRAIN is an exclusive range of linear drains with toughened 
safety glass panels. The drain with a glass panel is an ideal decorative 
element that gives the bathroom elegance and a modern design.

G-DRAIN with white and black panels - under the name 
MILKY and DOUBLE DARK, perfectly match the minimalist  
bathrooms in white, gray and black colors. Due to the safe hardened 
glass finish of the panels, the household members do not have to 
worry about safety issues.

• G-DRAIN drains are available in two colors:  
MILKY and DOUBLE DARK  

• The low installation depth (only 52mm) and the stainless 
steel design distinguish G-DRAIN drains from competing 
products. 

MILKY

The range of DECOR drains includes four types of decorative 
panels - VIRGIN, DROPS, STRIPES and WAVE. Modern 
and, at the same time, subtle patterns will emphasize the unusual 
character of each bathroom, giving it a specific elegant style. 

The low installation height (only 52mm) means that there are almost 
no restrictions on the use of the drain due to the thickness of the 
ceiling.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel -  
 Stainless steel AISI 304 

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80, 90, 100 cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Panel:  Decorative
  Option to buy another panel from the series: Duplex,  

 Decor, G-Drain (white / black glass)

Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:  52 mm

Capacity:  55 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, 
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

DECOR, DECOR NEXT
DRAINS WITH DECORATIVE GRATES

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80 90 100

 STRIPES

WAVE

DROPS

VIRGIN

DOUBLE DARK



SLIM & LOW ONE LINE SLIM 

SLIM & LOW
LINEAR DRAINS WITH A NARROW PANEL

The drain from the SLIM & LOW  series is an elegant and 
minimalist decoration of every shower cabin and bathroom. 
Available in the color of timeless elegant stainless steel or stylish 
black, the drains will blend in beautifully with raw, sophisticated, 
full of gray, modern industrial bathrooms. An additional argument in 
favor of choosing the SLIM & LOW drain is the rotating siphon, 
which allows you to position the drain pipe in any direction. This 
solution greatly facilitates the assembly and connection to the 
sanitary system.

• The 18 mm narrow decorative panel emphasizes the modern 
look of the shower enclosure. 

• Easily disassembled panel allows for quick access to the 
settling tank and its cleaning. 

• The profiled drain body is made of the highest quality stainless 
steel. 

• The rotating siphon allows you to set any direction of water 
drainage (360 degrees). 

• The drainage capacity is 49 liters of water per minute.

• Thanks to this capacity, it can be used with most shower 
faucets.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality 
 stainless steel - Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80 cm

Warranty:  10 years, 2 years for the varnish coat

Colors:   INOX stainless steel, black

Panel:  Narrow 18 mm

Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth : 57 mm

Capacity:  49 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, 
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80
ONE LINE SLIM
LINEAR DRAINS WITH A NARROW PANEL

ONE LINE SLIM made of stainless steel subtly blends into 
the arrangement, creating a harmonious one whole. The minimalist 
nature of the drainage system makes it fit into any room - regardless 
of its style and size.

The One Line Slim drains available in our offer are characterized 
by a narrow panel that is only 7 mm. After laying the tiles, only a 
narrow space is visible, which can be carefully surrounded by tiles. 
Thanks to the minimum width of the drainage slot and the centrally 
located stainless steel grate in the INOX version, it gives the entire 
linear drain a perfect, delicate appearance. 

The height of the grate can be easily and quickly adjusted to the 
thickness of the floor tiles.

• The 7 mm narrow decorative panel emphasizes the modern 
look of the shower enclosure.

• The easily disassembled panel allows for quick access to the 
settling tank and its cleaning.

• The profiled drain body is made of the highest quality stainless 
steel.

• The rotating siphon allows you to set any direction of water 
drainage (360 degrees).

• The drainage capacity is 49 liters of water per minute.

• Thanks to this capacity, it can be used with most shower 
faucets.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:   Body made of the highest quality 
 stainless steel - Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:   60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110, 120 cm

Warranty:   10 years

Colors:    INOX stainless steel

Panel:   Narrow 7 mm

Siphon:   Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap 

Minimum installation depth:   57 mm

Capacity:   49 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat,  
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction..

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80 90 100 110 120



W-DRAIN SQ-DRAIN

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel -  
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80,90, 100 cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel
Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  

 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:  55 mm

Capacity:  45 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, hook for 
removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

W-DRAIN
WALL DRAINS

Available lengths in cm:

Installing the drain in the wall allows you to design the shower floor 
as a smooth and uniform surface, which gives the impression of 
aesthetics and order. The brushed stainless steel pattern will give a 
unique look to any bathroom. The drain panel, after inversion, can 
be filled with e.g. ceramic tiles, marble, etc.

The use of the W-DRAIN drain facilitates the gluing of large-
format tiles as well as architectural concrete. 
The body is entirely made of the highest quality stainless steel, 
which guarantees reliability for many years. 

The small installation depth of 55 mm into the floor and 32 mm into 
the wall allows the use of W-DRAIN drains both in new buildings 
and during a renovation of existing installations, even in “large slab” 
buildings..

60 70 80 90 100

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel -  
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  15x15 cm, 20x20 cm

Warranty:  10 years   

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel

Siphon:  Equipped with an easily accessible siphon  
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:  52 mm

Capacity:  49 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat, hook for 
removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

In the double-sided linear drain SQ-DRAIN, the rotating panel 
can be filled with ceramic tiles or marble and after its turning over, 
a decorative surface with a brushed stainless steel structure is 
obtained. Thanks to this function, you can change the bathroom 
design very quickly and avoid disassembling the drain when 
replacing tiles.

SQ-DRAIN
DOUBLE-SIDED SQUARE DRAINS

Available sizes in cm:

15x15 20x20



DUPLEX NEXT GOLD
TWO-SIDED LINEAR DRAINS

The DUPLEX NEXT GOLD drain is a drain that combines all 
the advantages of the DUPLEX NEXT drain with such a noble 
color as gold. The drain looks perfect in rooms arranged in the spirit 
of elegance and timeless classics. Gold will blend in wonderfully 
with stone, especially marble - in classic and glamorous interiors. 
The drain panel can be filled with tiles or turned to the smooth gold 
side, changing the appearance of the shower enclosure quickly and 
easily.

DUPLEX NEXT GOLD

The DUPLEX NEXT COPPER drain is a drain that combines 
all the advantages of the DUPLEX NEXT drain. The copper 
shine has a unique, interesting shade and reflects the light 
beautifully, creating a cozy interior. Copper shades look great in 
retro, rustic or industrial style bathrooms. The drain panel can be 
filled with tiles, and by turning it over to the other side - smooth 
copper - you can quickly and easily change the appearance of  
a shower cubicle.

DUPLEX NEXT COPPER
TWO-SIDED LINEAR DRAINS

DUPLEX NEXT COPPER

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80 90 100

• The possibility of turning the grate filled with tiles to the smooth 
gold side allows you to avoid disassembling the drain when 
changing tiles in the bathroom.

• The outflow is equipped with an easily accessible dirt trap.

Available lengths in cm:

60 70 80 90 100

• The monolithic body is made of the highest quality stainless 
steel, the lack of plastic joints and moving parts guarantees 
permanent tightness 

• The low installation height (only 52mm) means that there are 
almost no restrictions in the installation of the outlet due to the 
thickness of the ceiling

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel -  
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80, 90, 100 cm

Warranty:  10 years for the structure,  
 2 years for the varnish coat   

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel

Siphon:   Equipped with an easily accessible siphon 
 and a dirt trap

Minimum installation depth:   52 mm

Capacity:  55 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat,  
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

Material:  Body made of the highest quality stainless steel -  
 Stainless steel AISI 304

Available sizes:  60, 70, 80, 90, 100 cm

Warranty:  10 years for the structure,  
 2 years for the varnish coat 

Double-sided panel::  Side 1 - For pasting a tile
  Side 2 - Brushed stainless steel

Siphon:   Equipped with an easily accessible siphon 
 and a dirt trap 

Minimum installation depth:   52 mm

Capacity:  55 l/min

Kit contents: Body, adjustable feet, double-sided panel, siphon, sealing mat,  
hook for removing the panel, 40/50 reduction.



WALL-BOX ONE WALL-BOX ONE

Black White (RAL 9003) INOX Steel Gold Copper

WALL-BOX ONE

Dimensions Colour Application Symbol

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Inox - steel 1- chamber recess OB-IN1
OB-IN2
OB-IN3
OB-IN4
OB-IN5
OB-IN6

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  White 1- chamber recess OB-WH1
OB-WH2
OB-WH3
OB-WH4
OB-WH5
OB-WH6

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Black 1- chamber recess OB-BL1
OB-BL2
OB-BL3
OB-BL4
OB-BL5
OB-BL6

300x300 300x900300x600

WALL-BOX ONE allows you to organize the space in the 
bathroom and give it a modern design. Regardless of whether it 
is in the color of timeless elegant stainless steel, subtle off-white 
or in unique stylish black - you will get the effect of modernity and 
neatness. On an easily accessible shelves, cosmetics and perfumes 
can be placed, and in the shower cabin - shampoos, gels and other 
bath products.
The shelves of the WALL-BOX ONE line can also be used 
when arranging the space, e.g. in the bedroom in place of bedside 
tables - for handy trinkets, in the kitchen - for spices, or as recesses 
for decorative elements in the living room.

Black and made of INOX steel WALL-BOX ONE fit particularly 
well into austere, sophisticated, gray-filled rooms and industrial 
interiors such as contemporary lofts.

Made of high-quality stainless steel WALL-BOX ONE is 
not exposed to corrosion due to water and high humidity in the 
bathroom or kitchen.

Two mounting depths (7 and 10 cm) allow to select the appropriate 
model and adapt to the installation possibilities. WALL-BOX ONE 
can be installed in most walls or recesses. The collar surrounding 
the WALL-BOX ONE is additional decoration, but also hides 
the cut edges of the glaze and constitutes an elegant frame.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Available colors: INOX steel, white (RAL 9003), black, gold, copper
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat  

(for varnished products)



WALL-BOX ONE GOLD WALL-BOX ONE COPPER

Color: Gold Color: copper

WALL-BOX ONE GOLD looks perfect in rooms arranged in 
the spirit of elegance and timeless classics. The golden color will 
blend in wonderfully with stone, especially marble. 

WALL-BOX ONE GOLD will work in a classic, baroque, 
modern, loft or glamor style. 

WALL-BOX ONE GOLD will give your rooms style and shine 
and emphasize their uniqueness.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Color: gold
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX ONE Gold

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Gold 1- chamber recess OB-BR1
OB-BR2
OB-BR3
OB-BR4
OB-BR5
OB-BR6

WALL-BOX ONE COPPER – This is a fashionable and 
stylish bathroom finish. Copper shades look great in retro, rustic or 
industrial bathrooms. 

WALL-BOX ONE COPPER shelves in the color of copper 
give the interior elegance, nobility and delicacy.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Color: copper
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX ONE Cooper

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Copper 1- chamber recess OB-CO1
OB-CO2
OB-CO3
OB-CO4
OB-CO5
OB-CO6



WALL-BOX NO RIM

The frameless recess shelf made of stainless steel - NO RIM, will 
allow you to organize bathing utensils and numerous small items in 
the bathroom, simultaneously adding a modern character.

WALL-BOX shelves will also look fashionable and original in 
other rooms, e.g. kitchen, living room, or bedroom, providing 
additional space for storing necessary items and decorations.

WALL-BOX NO RIM, in the classic colours of white, black, 
and INOX steel, can be matched to the style of the room, and the 
delicate edge will determine a subtle decoration. 

The NO RIM shelf in white colour is ideally suited to interiors 
finished with both modern and slightly more traditional aesthetics. 
The shade of white will contribute to the optical enlargement of the 
room and its visual brightening, and the shelf will be an original 
interior decoration.

WALL-BOX NO RIM in black colour or inox steel will perfectly 
match the natural colours of materials such as concrete, stone, 
brick, glass, and steel. They are the most often used materials in 
interior finishing in a modern, minimalist, industrial style, such as 
e.g. lofts. 

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS.

   Available Colors: INOX steel, white (RAL 9003), black, gold, copper 
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX NO RIM

300x300 300x900300x600

WALL-BOX NO RIM

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Inox - steel 1- chamber recess OB-IN1-NR
OB-IN2-NR
OB-IN3-NR
OB-IN4-NR
OB-IN5-NR
OB-IN6-NR

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  White 1- chamber recess OB-WH1-NR
OB-WH2-NR
OB-WH3-NR
OB-WH4-NR
OB-WH5-NR
OB-WH6-NR

300x300x70
300x300x100
300x600x70
300x600x100
300x900x70
300x900x100

  Black 1- chamber recess OB-BL1-NR
OB-BL2-NR
OB-BL3-NR
OB-BL4-NR
OB-BL5-NR
OB-BL6-NR

Black White (RAL 9003) INOX Steel



Black White (RAL 9003) INOX Steel

WALL-BOX PAPER 2

Black White (RAL 9003) INOX Steel

WALL-BOX PAPER  3
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WALL-BOX PAPER 2 is a handy toilet paper holder with 
a storage compartment hidden in the wall for its supply. The 
combination of these two functions allows the ongoing refilling of 
paper on the feeder. 
Toilet paper stocks are most often stored in bathroom cabinets, but 
also in the kitchen or hall. Meanwhile, a new reel should always be 
at hand.

Thanks to their perfect and elegant design, the products of the 
WALL-BOX PAPER 2 series harmoniously fit into any 
bathroom. They add space and style to it. They are available in 
three colors: brushed INOX steel, white and black.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Available colors: INOX steel, white (RAL 9003), black
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX PAPER-2

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

740x208x147  Inox - Steel Paper container PB-IN2

740x208x147  White Paper container PB-WH2

740x208x147  Black Paper container PB-BL2

WALL-BOX PAPER 3 is a handy magazine that solves the 
problem of storing toilet paper. The product holds 6 rolls and is 
hidden in the housing.

As a result, it becomes harmoniously integrated into the bathroom 
decor and allows to find additional space needed for other items. 
The magazine can be installed both in the wall and in a flush-
mounted rack, used for mounting a toilet. It allows access to  
a supply of paper close to the toilet.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Available colors: INOX steel, white (RAL 9003), black
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX PAPER-3

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

720x195x123  Inox - Steel Paper container PB-IN3

720x195x123  White Paper container PB-WH3

720x195x123  Black Paper container PB-BL3



Black

White (RAL 9003) INOX Steel

 173 

 8
7 

 173 

SHOWER TRAY F SERIESWALL-BOX PAPER 1

Built into the wall and quick and easy to install feeders for the toilet 
paper series WALL-BOX PAPER 1 is made of high quality 
stainless steel. 

Thanks to the possibility of choosing a color, it can be adjusted 
harmoniously or contrasted with the adopted colors and decor  
of each bathroom.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION

   Available colors: INOX steel, white (RAL 9003), black
   Material: stainless steel – AISI 304
   Depth: 7 or 10 cm
   Warranty: 10 years for the structure. 2 years for the varnish coat

WALL-BOX PAPER-1

Dimensions Color Application Symbol

173X173X87  Inox - Steel Paper container PB-IN1

173X173X87  White Paper container PB-WH1

173X173X87  Black Paper container PB-BL1



The STONE-TRAY SHOWER TRAY in WHITE colour with a stone 
texture is a modern, elegant and practical solution for equipping a shower 
cubicle. White interior trim elements gained popularity on the wave of growing 
interest in Scandinavian style and minimalism.

STONE-TRAY WHITE

STONE-TRAY Series F
Dimensions Color Symbol
80x100x2,5 White STFWH8010025
80x110x2,5 White STFWH8011025 
80x120x2,5 White STFWH8012025
80x140x2,5 White STFWH8014025
90x90x2,5 White STFWH909025
90x100x2,5 White STFWH9010025
90x110x2,5 White STFWH9011025
90x120x2,5 White STFWH9012025
90x140x3 White STFWH9014025

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS.

   Material: Mineral composite - coated with Gelcoat polymer
   Height: 2,5 / 3 cm
   Warranty: 5 years
   Installation: on the floor and without a threshold

ACCESSORIES - BUY SEPARATELY

Covering masks

Siphons

White  
87 mm high

White 
68 mm high

MOST IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES 

WHITE COLOUR FACTURE

White 
STCOVER-WHITE

Inox
STCOVER-INOX

Light grey
STCOVER-LG

Dark grey
STCOVER-DG

STONE-TRAY LIGHT GREY
The STONE-TRAY shower tray in the  
LIGHT GREY colour, i.e. neutral light grey, will fit 
well with any colour in practice, which gives us great 
arrangement possibilities. On the one hand, it will look 
great in modern, minimalist, and industrial grey bathrooms, 
and on the other hand, it will be a beautiful complement 
to those finished in a Scandinavian and rustic style.

It is worth combining a light grey colour with warm 
colours coming from the earth’s palette. Wooden finishes 
and accessories made of natural materials will look great 
against it.

The stone structure of the shower surface tray, just like 
wood, gives the feeling of a warm surface, which ensures 
the comfort of use

STONE-TRAY Series F
Dimensions Color Symbol
80x100x2,5 Light grey STFLG8010025
80x110x2,5 Light grey STFLG8011025
80x120x2,5 Light grey STFLG8012025
80x140x2,5 Light grey STFLG8014025
90x90x2,5 Light grey STFLG909025
90x100x2,5 Light grey STFLG9010025
90x110x2,5 Light grey STFLG9011025
90x120x2,5 Light grey STFLG9012025
90x140x3 Light grey STFLG9014025

ACCESSORIES - BUY SEPARATELY

Covering masks

Siphons

White  
87 mm high

White 
68 mm high

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS.

   Material: Mineral composite - coated with Gelcoat polymer
   Height: 2,5 / 3 cm
   Warranty: 5 years
   Installation: on the floor and without a threshold

LIGHT GREY COLOR

FACTURE

White 
STCOVER-WHITE

Inox
STCOVER-INOX

Light grey
STCOVER-LG

Dark grey
STCOVER-DG

MOST IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES 

Cut to size 
possibility

Made of ecological material 

Uniformly colouredNon-slip structure

Antibacterial 
surface

Waterproof

Hard unpainted surfaceExtremely low

Easy to clean5-year warranty 

Cut to size 
possibility

Made of ecological material 

Uniformly colouredNon-slip structure

Antibacterial 
surface

Waterproof

Easy to clean5-year warranty 

Hard unpainted surfaceExtremely low



The STONE-TRAY shower tray in DARK GRAY 
colour with a delicate slate texture is an extremely 
modern and practical solution for any bathroom. It fits 
perfectly with natural materials such as wood, steel.

It is perfect for rooms decorated in an industrial and loft-
style, but also suitable for Scandinavian and modern 
interiors - decorated in white and shades of grey.

The non-slip and antibacterial surface of the stone 
shower tray guarantees safety and comfort for users.

The low height of the shower tray ensures comfortable 
use of the shower enclosure. This advantage will be 
especially appreciated by the elderly and people with 
reduced mobility.

STONE-TRAY DARK GREY

STONE-TRAY Series F
Dimensions Color Symbol
80x100x2,5 Dark grey STFDG8010025
80x110x2,5 Dark grey STFDG8011025
80x120x2,5 Dark grey STFDG8012025
80x140x2,5 Dark grey STFDG8014025
90x90x2,5 Dark grey STFDG909025
90x100x2,5 Dark grey STFDG9010025
90x110x2,5 Dark grey STFDG9011025
90x120x2,5 Dark grey STFDG9012025
90x140x3 Dark grey STFDG9014025

ACCESSORIES - BUY SEPARATELY

Covering masks

Siphons

White  
87 mm high

White 
68 mm high

TECHNICAL INFORMATIONS.

   Material: Mineral composite - coated with Gelcoat polymer
   Height: 2,5 / 3 cm
   Warranty: 5 years
   Installation: on the floor and without a threshold

FACTURE

DARK GREY COLOR

White 
STCOVER-WHITE

Inox
STCOVER-INOX

Light grey
STCOVER-LG

Dark grey
STCOVER-DG

MOST IMPORTANT ADVANTAGES 

Cut to size 
possibility

Made of ecological material 

Uniformly colouredNon-slip structure

Antibacterial 
surface

Waterproof

Hard unpainted surfaceExtremely low

Easy to clean5-year warranty 



BALNEO POLSKA
Sales Department
tel:          +48 22 740 72 74
tel:          +48 737 923 005
tel:          +48 799 787 334
e-mail:   biuro@balneo24.pl

Visit our website and find out more:

www.balneo24.pl

     www.facebook.com/balneopoland


